
Generate efficiencies  
to invest in  

our digital future

Priority 4

Over the last four years we 
have built a business serving 
customers with a broader range 
of products and services. We 
offer great quality at fair prices 
across food, grocery, general 
merchandise and clothing. 

Through our network of well-located 
supermarkets, convenience and Argos stores, 
our online offer and our delivery network, 
customers can shop with us whenever and 
wherever they want. We help our customers 
manage their finances – making it easier for 
them to shop with us – and we reward them 
for their loyalty through Nectar. This gives us 
unique insight into our customers across the 
Group, which means we can make their lives 
easier while rewarding them for shopping 
with us. 

The traditional physical retail model remains 
under pressure. The continued shift towards 
online requires investment in new digital and 
delivery infrastructures, while physical store 
costs continue to rise. We are well placed to 
address these challenges and become more 
efficient. Bringing Sainsbury’s and Argos 
together is one example of how we have 
already delivered a step change in reducing 
our costs. In 2018/19, we delivered £220 million 
of cost savings in addition to the £160 million 
cumulative EBITDA synergies delivered 
through the integration of Argos. 

We have an excellent store estate in great 
locations and, by integrating Argos stores 
into Sainsbury’s, we are capitalising on our 
property portfolio to make Argos more 
accessible to Sainsbury’s customers. We will 
continue to open Argos stores in Sainsbury’s 
supermarkets and build further concession 
partnerships to offer customers a broader 
range of products and services, increasing 
trading intensity in stores, driving additional 
profit and making shopping with us easier. 
Offering customers products and services 
from Specsavers, Timpsons, Explore Learning 
and Sushi Gourmet make our stores more 
attractive shopping destinations.

The next stage in delivering our strategy 
requires closer integration across our Group. 
In 2018/19 we brought together the 
Sainsbury’s and Argos General Merchandise 
commercial teams and we now have one 
team creating ranges, negotiating with 
our suppliers and selling through both the 
Sainsbury’s and Argos brands. Over time 
this will allow us to lower our costs and 
create efficiencies in our General Merchandise 
own-brand development and supply chain 
operations. We are developing the Argos 
Financial Services offer, using the expertise 
and capability we have in Sainsbury’s Bank. 
Bringing together some central functions 
across Sainsbury’s and Argos has reduced 
our costs and there is more to do in the future.

We are well positioned to benefit from the 
shift to online shopping in food and grocery, 
general merchandise, clothing and financial 
services. We have enhanced our digital scale 
and capability in recent years and, across the 
Group, £4.7 billion of our sales are generated 
online. We are developing new technologies 
to improve the customer experience and 
make shopping with us easy, fast and 
convenient. For example, we are focused on 
improving our digital financial services offer 
to help customers manage their finances 
and access the information they need in real 
time. During the year, we launched apps for 
Insurance and Credit Cards and enhanced 
the My Argos Card app, improving customer 
experience and reducing costs.

We are well positioned to benefit 
from the shift to online shopping. 

We have enhanced our digital 
scale and capability in recent 
years and, across the Group, 
£4.7 billion of our sales are 

generated online.” 

We will continue to invest in technology 
that will make it easier for customers to 
shop with us and in technology that will 
help us make the business more efficient. 

This will support our long-term profitability. 
We will bring our digital offer together to 
make it easy for customers to shop across 
all of our channels and access a variety of 
financial services products, with increasingly 
personalised rewards.

As we strive to make our customers’ lives 
easier, we will invest in innovative new 
services that enable them to browse, select, 
pay, earn rewards, save and borrow with us 
in just a few clicks. As well as digitising the 
Argos store estate, we will continue to 
develop technologies such as SmartShop, 
helping customers save time and manage 
their budgets. 

£4.7bn
Group online sales
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We have also developed a number of digital 
tools that make it easier for our colleagues 
to provide good service and availability 
to our customers across all of our channels. 
For example, we improved the productivity 
of Sainsbury’s online pickers by 13 per cent 
in the last year by using technologically 
advanced handsets. We have introduced 
new apps in Sainsbury’s stores, which are 
helping colleagues to replenish stock and 
reduce waste in the most efficient way.

As part of our focus on investing in data and 
technology, we acquired Nectar in February 
2018. Nectar has 18.5 million registered users, 
1.2 million of whom actively use the Nectar 
app – an increase of eight per cent compared 
to last year. We signed up five new partners 
in the year, including Esso and EE, and 
renewed our long-term agreements with 
a number of key partners including eBay 
and Brakes. 

Nectar deepens our understanding of how 
customers are shopping across the Group, 
enabling us to provide more of what they 
want. We are trialling a new digital Nectar 
proposition in Wales which allows customers 
to collect, spend and manage their Nectar 
rewards using their mobile phone, making 
it easier and quicker for customers to shop 
with us. 

Trading intensity
We are improving the use of space in our 
stores to serve more shopping missions.

Definition: Change in year-on-year sales 
per sq ft.

Sales per sq ft change (%)
2017/18 – 2018/19

1

1

Food

9General Merchandise

(4)Clothing

Total

Our strategy in action

Developing our Nectar offer 
We want to reward loyalty in a way that is 
increasingly personalised to our customers. 
As we develop our Nectar offer, we are 
trialling a new digital proposition in Wales 
which gives customers greater choice over 
their rewards, managed conveniently via 
their mobile phones. 

1.2m
Regular Nectar app users

Digitising Argos stores 
We have made significant progress in 
upgrading the Argos store estate to 
digital stores since we acquired the 
business in 2016. 476 stores are now 
digital, compared to 104 at the end of 
2016/17. We have introduced Pay@Browse 
to 162 Argos stores, which enables 
customers to pay digitally, without 
queuing at a till, and will roll it out to 
more than 200 further stores in 2019/20. 

162
Argos stores now offer Pay@Browse
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